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Abstract

Clickstream data has the potential to provide actionable insights into e-commerce consumer behavior, but previous techniques fall short of handling the scale and complexity of real-world datasets. We present Segmentifier, a novel visual analytics interface that supports an iterative process of refining collections of action sequences into meaningful segments that are suitable for downstream analysis with techniques that require relatively small and clean input. We also present task and data abstractions for the application domain of clickstream data analysis, leading to a framework that abstracts the segment analysis process in terms of six functions: view, refine, record, export, abandon, and conclude. The Segmentifier interface is simple to use for analysts operating under tight time constraints. It supports filtering and partitioning through visual queries for both quantitative attributes and custom sequences of events, which are aggregated according to a three-level hierarchy. It features a rich set of views that show the underlying raw sequence details and the derived data of segment attributes, and a detailed glyph-based visual history of the automatically recorded analysis process showing the provenance of each segment in terms of an analysis path of attribute constraints. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach through a usage scenario with real-world data and a case study documenting the insights gained by an e-commerce analyst.
Lay Summary

Companies engaged in e-commerce are recording every action consumers take on websites, resulting in rich clickstream datasets that have the potential to provide insight into consumer behavior. However, analyzing this type of data is difficult and an open research problem due the size and noisiness associated with real world clickstream datasets. To address this problem, we designed and implemented Segmentifier, a novel interface that embodies an initial analysis step that gives analysts an overview of the data and allows them to iteratively refine and separate the data into segments that either provide insights or allow more effective use of other techniques. We also introduce a framework that encapsulates the design of our system which explains this segment analysis process in terms of six functions: view, refine, record, export, abandon, and conclude. We evaluate our system through a usage scenario with real-world data and a case study with an e-commerce analyst.
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Introduction

Companies engaged in e-commerce are recording every action consumers take on websites, resulting in rich clickstream datasets with the potential to provide insight into consumer behavior that could be used to improve user experience and increase corporate revenue. Extracting meaningful signals from these huge and noisy datasets is a difficult analysis problem. Analysis of this data includes answering a variety of questions ranging from discovering the page users most commonly exit on to classifying different types of buying behaviors. The people tasked with understanding clickstream data, referred to as clickstream analysts, generally sit on the data analysis team of an e-commerce company. They can range from computer scientists to people with no technical background. Moreover, they often have many demands on their time and minimal training in data analysis.

In practice, clickstream analysts frequently turn to third party platforms such as Google Analytics [2] or Adobe Analytics [1] that focus on making aggregated high-level metrics easy to see quickly but do not provide support for fully drilling down into the details of consumer behavior. While these platforms do provide an overall picture of website performance, many potentially actionable insights are left unfound.

A substantial amount of research has been devoted to developing techniques for analyzing clickstream event data, typically supporting very specific tasks such as extracting common behavior through pattern mining or identifying similarly-behaving groups of users through clustering. While these techniques often yield
excellent results with clean and relatively small datasets, they fail when applied to
the noisy and large datasets that occur in real-world practice. We propose an initial
visual data analysis stage to convert raw datasets into data segments that are itera-
tively refined until they are sufficiently clean and small to directly show answers,
or to match the assumptions of previously proposed techniques that would be used
for further downstream analysis. Our flexible human-in-the-loop visual analytics
approach leverages the domain expertise of clickstream analysts and is suitable for
the broad set of questions that they must answer in order to obtain actionable re-
sults. It bridges a gap between the characteristics of real-world clickstream data
and the assumptions of previous technique-oriented work.

One contribution of our work is a thorough characterization of task and data
abstractions for clickstream data analysis, culminating in a Clickstream Segment
Analysis Framework that abstracts the iterative and exploratory analysis process
in terms of six core functions: an analyst can view, refine, record, export, aban-
don, and conclude data segments. Our main contribution is Segmentifier, a novel
visual analytics interface that supports clickstream analysts in the iterative pro-
cess of refining data segments and viewing their characteristics before downstream
fine-grained analysis is conducted. The simple-to-use interface includes a rich set
of views that show the derived attributes characterizing the segments in addition
to the raw sequence details. It supports filtering and partitioning through visual
queries for both quantitative attributes and custom sequences of events, which are
aggregated according to a three-level hierarchy that we derived based on our re-
quirements analysis. It features a detailed glyph-based visual history of the au-
tomatically recorded refinement process showing the provenance of each segment
in terms of its analysis path. We show evidence for the utility of Segmentifier
through a detailed usage scenario and a case study showcasing the actionable in-
sights gained quickly by a data analyst looking at clickstream data generated by his
e-commerce company.
Figure 1.1: The Segmentifier interface. The Operation Manager View (A) is responsible for the inspection and creation of operations used to refine segments. The Analysis Paths View (B) is a graphical history that records all segments (gray rectangles) and operations (rectangular glyphs) created during analysis; the selected segment is highlighted in blue with a black outline. The Segment Inspector View (C) shows the attributes and raw sequences associated with the selected segment.
Chapter 2

Clickstream Data and Tasks

Our requirements analysis process involved exploratory and followup interviews with 12 employees of an e-commerce middleware company over a period of 7 months. The company builds mobile websites for their clients, large e-commerce companies, while also performing internal clickstream data analysis of the websites to provide their clients with valuable insights. The interviewees included people who already conducted clickstream data analysis internally, who might conduct such analysis if provided with appropriate tools, and who met regularly with and understood the work context of their external clients’ clickstream data analysts. We first describe the e-commerce clickstream analysis in domain terms, emphasizing what questions could have actionable answers in this application domain. We then present abstract versions of their tasks and a framework for clickstream segment analysis that we developed to reason about design considerations. We finally present our data abstraction featuring multiple levels of derived data.

2.1 E-commerce Clickstream Analysis Goals

We focus specifically on e-commerce clickstream data recorded from websites whose main functionality is to sell products to consumers. These websites try to generate the most revenue by finding ways to increase traffic (number of users on a site), reduce abandonment (number of users leaving the site), increase consumer engagement (time users spend on the site and chances that a user returns to the site)
and increase conversion rate (odds a user purchases).

Clickstream data analysis is intended to provide insight into consumer behavior by allowing analysts to achieve the following goals: 1) identify common successful consumer trends and optimize for them; 2) identify problems or painful paths and spend resources to fix or improve them; 3) identify groups of common behaviors in order to personalize consumer experience; 4) identify site metrics or benchmarks to keep track of the state of the website. We define analysis results to be **actionable** if they are aligned with these goals.

Examples of commonly asked questions derived from these high-level goals are: *What pages do users most commonly exit on? How many users purchase? How many bounce (exit after viewing one page)? How many users make it through the purchasing funnel? Where do they drop out? Can you classify different types of buying behaviors?*

Our interviews with experts revealed that industry analysts often only have a few hours to conduct analysis to discover insights in the data and then an even shorter time frame of several minutes to concisely report their findings to clients through very short progress reports or presentations. Moreover, many people in this job role have no or minimal skills in programming and statistics. The design requirement for Segmentifier is to cater to these limits of skills and available time, allowing analysts to quickly find actionable answers that are simple to interpret and convey to their clients.

### 2.2 Clickstream Task Abstraction

In clickstream analysis, the information available about consumer behavior is logged sequences of actions that a user performs on a website. We translate the goals of Section 2.1 into two kinds of abstract tasks, relating these sequences to behavior via subtasks with analysis questions:

**Identify Tasks (I):** The goal is to discover new interesting behavior.

- **I1 Identify new interesting behaviors:** Is there a way to distinguish a set of sequences representing behaviors that are **expected** (example: users add to cart before purchasing), **unexpected** (example: no purchases for a month), **favorable** (example: lead to a purchase), or **unfavorable** (example: lead to
abandonment)?

- **I2 Identify the cause or effect of a behavior**: What behaviors trigger/follow behavior X?

- **I3 Identify more fine-grained behaviors from an initial behavior**: Can sequences that follow behavior X be described by more specific behavior Y?

**Verify Tasks (V)**: The goal is to check whether conjectured interesting behaviors actually occur.

- **V1 Verify existence of a behavior**: Do any sequences follow behavior X?

- **V2 Verify amount of support for a behavior**: How many sequences follow behavior X?

- **V3 Verify if a behavior causes another behavior**: Do sequences that follow behavior X also follow behavior Y?

### 2.3 Clickstream Segment Analysis Framework

Our task abstractions motivate the idea that clickstream datasets can provide answers for many different analysis questions if they can be partitioned into appropriate **segments** that encapsulate interesting behaviors. This idea follows the same premise as previous philosophies of data wrangling, that real-world datasets are extremely noisy and need to be cleaned and refined before analysis can be conducted [17]. Clickstream datasets, which track every user action, can contain millions of sequences in real-world logs, a scale much larger than many other types of event sequence data [27, 36]. Moreover, they are inherently extremely noisy with high variability between sequences, meaning that very few are identical. Sarikaya et al. point out the need for simplifying clickstream data for effective downstream analysis, noting the analysis difficulties that arise from the clutter of repeated events, ambiguous events, useless events, and irrelevant sequences that do not pertain to a current analysis task [36]. They call for an exploratory tool that supports an iterative process between pre-processing data and viewing the results with a graphical history to record steps. Segmentifier is our answer to this call; in
Figure 2.1: Clickstream Segment Analysis Framework iteratively generates segments that analysts can view, refine, export, abandon, or use to conclude answers for a flowing series of analysis questions.

In this abstract framework, many segments are generated and analyzed through an iterative exploration process that traverses through six functions that pertain to a current segment: view, refine, record, export, abandon, and conclude. The exploration begins with an initial segment that contains all sequences in the dataset, and typically involves flowing between many tasks opportunistically based on what the visual data analysis reveals. Exploring one question often spurs follow-up or entirely new questions; in some cases these are based on the satisfactory answer that is found, or they may arise after giving up on finding an answer for a previous question. Each refinement step is recorded. Analysis may stop when the flow of questions runs dry, or the analyst simply runs out of time.

View

Viewing a segment provides information to the analyst not only about the low-level details of the raw sequences that it contains, but also a high-level characterization of attributes that characterize the segment. The result of viewing might be to notice that the segment provides answers for the current task or is a good fit and should be exported, to spark ideas on how to further refine a segment, to generate new analysis questions and thus change to a new task, or to determine whether
a segment should be abandoned.

Refine Refining allows analysts to create more appropriate segments for a task by either filtering, partitioning, or transforming the sequences of any segment. Every refinement step leads to a new segment that can be viewed, analyzed, and further refined. Decisions on how to refine are determined by the current analysis question or inspired by the discovery of interesting patterns when viewing the segment.

Record We embrace the suggestion from previous work that graphical histories to help analysts remember analysis paths are essential for any exploratory analysis [15]. Recording all refinement steps automatically helps analysts keep track of the many questions and hypotheses that are generated during an exploratory analysis session, providing enough provenance information that answers can be revisited later and understood in context.

Export A segment can be exported for further downstream analysis by applying techniques such as clustering and pattern mining that require relatively clean input data to work effectively. For example, pattern mining helps discover common sequences of events but requires as input a small number of sequences with low variability to achieve useful results. By viewing and refining segments, analysts can create segments that meet these requirements to maximize the effectiveness of these downstream analysis techniques after the export.

Conclude Successfully concluding an analysis path by finding an actionable answer for the current analysis question may occur as an immediate outcome from viewing a segment.

Abandon A segment would be abandoned after viewing if the analyst sees no obvious pathway for further refining and decides it contains no actionable results and is not suitable for export.

Each of the tasks in Section 2.2 can be answered by iteratively applying these functions until the appropriate segment is found. For Verify tasks, analysts can
keep refining and viewing until they create a segment that follows the known task-related behavior. The number of sequences within the segment will then indicate the support for that behavior. If the sequences within a segment match the input data requirements for some specific technique, the segment can be exported for further analysis. For Identify tasks, analysts discover behaviors by developing hypotheses through viewing the data of segments, and testing them by refining and creating different segments.

This framework explicitly addresses the cold-start problem that bedevils many previous systems, where an analyst is required to run a query before seeing any results. It is difficult to know what to query when confronted with a completely blank view; ensuring a meaningful view at all times is the cornerstone of our approach to guide fruitful exploration.

2.4 Clickstream Data Abstraction

The difficult visual analytics design problem is how to connect the internal and implicit mental model that clickstream data analysts have about interesting consumer behaviors to viewable characteristics of sequences and segments. We compute a series of derived data attributes intended to reveal patterns, distributions, and outliers that connect with the analysts’ informal sense of what behaviors are interesting. Specifically, we try to generate evocative attributes such that a series of constraints on these attributes could serve to define a segment that contains expected, unexpected, favorable, or unfavorable behavior.

An event sequence is any multivariate sequence of timed events; clickstream data is a special case of this data type where the individual events are categorical actions performed by a user interacting with a website. The information associated with each action, referred to as action attributes, is a quantitative single timestamp, a categorical action type, a categorical sessionid identifier as described below, and a categorical clientid identifier indicating the specific user. A sequence is a time-ordered list of actions that are associated with a particular id over some specific time interval. The information associated with each sequence, referred to as sequence attributes, is derived from the action attributes within it, yielding the quantitative time range attributes of sequence start, sequence end, and sequence
duration. The sequence action counts are also quantitative attributes storing the total number of actions and also per-type counts for each of the action types.

A session is a default time frame often used in industry when logging sequences of events, where actions performed by a single user are grouped together until a gap of a specific amount of time has occurred. Our industry partner sets this time to 30 minutes. This one-size-fits-all sessionid cutoff leads to analysis challenges because there may be multiple interesting subsequences within each of these per-session sequences, if activities that are conceptually different for the site user are grouped together. Conversely, grouping sequences according to the per-session id will often lead to multiple sequences for each site user in the clickstream datasets typically studied by the analysts due to time scales ranging from days to months. Although the original clickstream data is partitioned by these arbitrary session boundaries, we can also derive per-user sequences where all of these are concatenated together in order to follow the behavior of a single clientid across longer periods of time.

The number of different raw action types recorded depends on the granularity of the tracking and ranges from tens to hundreds in the clickstream datasets studied by the analysts we interviewed. The core actions tracked include the important 4 e-commerce actions of adding to cart, removing from cart, searching, and purchasing; 3 site functionality actions of errors, loading mode, and offline mode; and the frequent action of viewing a page. Websites can have hundreds of unique pages but very few analysis tasks require distinguishing between every single page on a site. Sites are often built using a single template for an entire group of similar pages, so that the builders are only concerned with tens of templates rather than hundreds of individual pages. However, our inspection of template structures across a variety of sites showed that they are not necessarily consistent, hampering their utility for analysis. We derive a three-level categorical attribute action hierarchy that classifies actions into groups that provide appropriate levels of detail for the clickstream analysis tasks that we target, based on the recurring common elements in the site-specific templates. The actions in each level of the hierarchy are shown in Figure 2.2 through the Action Transition Network chart discussed in Chapter 4.1. All three levels include the full set of 4 e-commerce actions and 3 site actions. The detailed actions level, shown in Figure 2.2(a), also has a set of 17 page groupings.
that roughly corresponds to the consistent templates across sites. The **mid-level actions**, Figure 2.2(b), aggregates the detailed page groups into 6 higher-level categories, and the coarsest **roll-up actions** level, Figure 2.2(c), groups all page views together into a single aggregate action. This action hierarchy is used to transform sequences of raw actions with high variability into derived sequences of aggregate actions with much lower variability, allowing analysts to consider more coherent large-scale structure. The exact details of these page groups and names may be somewhat specific to this particular e-commerce company; the generalizable idea behind this approach is the value of a derived multi-scale hierarchy of aggregate action types for analyzing consumer behavior which has been also adopted by some of the previous work [13, 20, 24, 27, 33, 37, 40, 45].
Figure 2.2: Action Transition Network showing all actions at each level of hierarchy: (a) Detailed, (b) Mid-level, (c) Roll-up.
We define a **segment** as any set of sequences. We derive many additional quantitative **segment attributes** and a derived network of **action transitions** based on the constituent sequence attributes and the union of all the actions contained within them. The simple quantitative attribute of **segment size** is simply the count of sequences that it contains. More complex computations use two intermediate tables. One table has one row per sequence, and is used to compute distributions across all countable **ranges** showing the number of sequences that fall into bins between the minimum and maximum values. The underlying sequence time ranges are used to create four temporal distributions: **duration**, **start hour**, **day of the week**, and **date**. The distributions of per-sequence **absolute action counts** are computed for all actions together, plus each action type individually. Finally, the table contains a column for each categorical type in the action hierarchy to record how many times it appears within the sequence, in order to compute the number of sequences that contain each action, both as an absolute number and a relative percentage compared to the segment size.

The other table consists of **action transition** trigrams for the combination of an action, the action before it, and the action after it. We count the number of times that this trigram occurs within the union of all actions within a segment’s constituent sequences. The results are the **action transition networks** of all transitions between actions that occur in the segment. There is one network for each level of the action hierarchy, and the number of nodes at each level is constant (24 at the detailed level, 13 at the mid-level, and 7 at the roll-up level). The data-driven aspect that changes for each segment are the edges: the transition counts that serve as quantitative edge weights, which can be zero to indicate that there is no transition between two actions in any of the sequences. Transitions are unidirectional; links in both directions are computed.

The **refine** and **record** functions of the clickstream segment analysis framework that we propose in Section 2.3 and instantiate in Segmentifier leads to an **analysis paths tree** where each node is a segment. The initial segment at the root of the tree contains all sequences, and the downstream segments become smaller as they are refined. Each segment node has associated with it the recorded information of exactly what **operator** used to refine it, as discussed in Section 4.2; this derived data constitutes a full record of the analysis process. We use this tree to derive the
quantitative attributes of **relative counts** for each segment: the percentages within a segment compared to its direct predecessor in the tree, and compared to the root segment of all sequences.
Chapter 3

Related Work

We frame the related work with respect to the clickstream segment analysis framework presented in Section 2.3 by grouping previous systems into categories according to the framework’s functions. No previous system encompasses all aspects of our framework (view, refine, export, abandon, conclude, and record); Segmentifier is unique in providing an initial analysis process that can handle the size and noisiness of real-world clickstream data.

Post-Export A significant amount of research in this field proposes specific techniques for relatively clean and small sets of event sequences; we consider these to be useful for downstream analysis only after the export stage of our framework. Major categories of such techniques include clustering [8, 14, 18, 28, 40, 43, 48], pattern mining [10, 23, 26, 27, 33], and cohort comparison [29, 49]. In all of these cases, the techniques do not handle the scale and complexity of real-world clickstream data. They are validated with input data such as manually refined datasets [43, 49], very small datasets [27, 33], or explicitly indicate a requirement for sampling [26]. Segmentifier is designed to maximize the effectiveness of these techniques by allowing analysts to first refine the data to meet their requirements.

View Sequences A great deal of the previous work focuses on different ways to view sequences but does not provide mechanisms to view segment-level attributes. Most earlier work simply displayed individual sequences, either along a horizon-
tal timeline [3, 19, 21, 35] or using footstep graphs [16]. Later work introduced ways to show many sequences at the same time by either grouping them [7] or using different visual encoding idioms such as networks [6, 34, 42], flow diagrams [31, 32, 44], disk trees [11], or icicle plots [22, 46]. Wang et al. [41] extended some of this work by introducing interaction techniques such as aligning sequences. However, without any ability to view segment attributes or to refine the data, discovering insights is extremely difficult.

Refine Visual query systems [12, 13, 20, 47] emphasize the need to refine segments by allowing analysts to filter data. Although they record refinement history using something analogous to our analysis paths tree, they provide either a limited or nonexistent view of the segment attributes and they do not provide a view of the sequences at all. Analysts thus have trouble knowing how to refine and often have to take a guess–and–check approach. Moreover, these systems focus on filtering, whereas Segmentifier also provides ways to refine through partitioning.

View and Refine Tools that emphasize the need to both iteratively view and refine data come closer to the functionality of Segmentifier. In addition to providing a view of both the segment attributes and the sequences, they incorporate the additional functionality of filtering by ordinal or categorical segment attributes [25, 38] or filtering by custom patterns of events [37, 39]. Wongsuphasawat et al. [45] incorporates both these filtering options but in two different tools focusing on very specific tasks of comparing datasets and funnel analysis.

The tools closest to Segmentifier incorporate versions of both filtering options and focus on exploring and simplifying event sequences. Session Viewer [24] has the ability to filter by segment attributes but only highlights sequences that follow custom event patterns. EventFlow [30] incorporates both filtering options but provides very minimal segment attributes. It does feature aggregation, but at the sequence level rather than the event level as supported by our action hierarchy. Neither has the ability to record the analytic process.

EventPad [9] is the most similar work to our own. It fully incorporates both filtering options, but does suffer from the cold-start problem of starting with a blank
slate. It allows analysts to manually choose to record segments they create, but does not automatically record all refinement steps. Its focus on regular expressions would be a poor match for clickstream analysts who do not have the time or training to grapple with these complex queries; Segmentifier is designed around a more restricted query scope suitable for non-programmers. These three tools have main views that focus on viewing raw sequences and provide only limited support for viewing sequence attributes. In contrast, the design of Segmentifier promotes segment attributes to first-class citizens, a crucial factor in accommodating the scale of clickstream data.
Chapter 4

Segmentifier Interface

Segmentifier embodies the clickstream data analysis pipeline by supporting an iterative process of refining segments and viewing the results while recording all analysis paths. Its design capitalizes on the domain knowledge of e-commerce experts to refine raw sequences into clean, meaningful segments tied to consumer behavior that can lead to actionable insights, either directly or after being exported for different types of downstream analysis. The interface consists of three major views, as shown in Figure 1.1: the Segment Inspector view, the Operation Manager view, and the Analysis Paths view.

4.1 Segment Inspector View

The Segment Inspector view tackles the View part of the framework by showing all attributes of the selected segment, allowing analysts to identify new interesting behaviors that they can explore further or verify if the segment matches some behavior of interest. The view is divided into three sections: Ranges, Actions, and Sequence Details.

4.1.1 Ranges Attributes

The top Ranges section, shown in Figure 1.1C, consists of linked histograms showing the sequence count distributions for all of the ordered segment attributes. By having access to these distributions, instead of just the sequences as is the case in
most of the previous work, analysts can now immediately spot patterns and unusual trends of different attributes in the data. For example, the top row contains time-related attributes: duration (with the option of switching between minutes, hours, or days), start hour, day of week, and start date. The bottom row shows the distribution of counts for individual actions: it always shows the total number of actions in a sequence, and on demand shows additional charts with counts for each specific type of action. Brushing any of the charts automatically cross-filters all other range charts to show correlations between attributes. The scale of each horizontal axis is data driven to ensure that the major trend is visible despite long-tail distributions, with an aggregate leftover bar on the far right labelled with > representing all values beyond the point that bars are shorter than one pixel.

4.1.2 Actions

The middle Actions section, shown in Figure 1.1C, focuses on the action hierarchy discussed in Section 2.4 through three different charts: Contains Chart, Action Transition Network, and Selected Action Adjacency View. The analyst chooses which level of the action hierarchy is currently active: Detailed, Mid-level, or Roll-up, which then updates the action types shown in each of these charts accordingly.

The Contains Chart shows the distribution of action types across the selected segment’s sequences as a bar chart with labels for both absolute counts and relative percentages, with actions color coded to match the other two charts.

The middle chart shows the derived Action Transition Network between the aggregated action types at the chosen level of the action hierarchy. The nodes are always at the same fixed positions at each hierarchy level; the transition count data derived from the selected segment drives which edges are drawn and at what thickness, for either the outgoing or incoming direction. The min visible links slider at the top filters out edges whose percentages fall below the specified threshold, allowing the analyst to trade off between detail and clutter. Figure 4.1 shows the visual encoding of the chart at each level of the hierarchy. The dimensions of the chart adapt according to the hierarchy level.

The spatial layout and color of the nodes emphasize the action hierarchy structure by providing consistency between views, in order to help analysts spot pat-
terns. Our goal was to test the utility of the novel derived action hierarchy data abstraction with a visual encoding that was well tuned to reveal its structure. Since the action hierarchy nodes do not change dynamically, we created the layouts and the color scheme manually with a few rounds of iterative refinement.

The layout provides spatial stability between the hierarchy levels, preserving the relative positions of the e-commerce actions at the bottom and site functionality actions at the top. The pageview region in the middle has detailed-level actions positioned close to others within the same mid-level group, and preserves relative positions of the mid-level groups. The design targets high information density for maximum label legibility, with minimal edge crossings. Similarly, the color palette is designed to preserve visual consistency between levels, with identical colors for the actions that appear across all levels and similar color families for all detailed-level actions within the same mid-level action group. These colors are used consistently across many elements representing actions in all three main views. The goal is maximum distinguishability between the full set of 24 colors that are visible simultaneously at the detailed level and some distinguishability between the similar colors, where the largest mid-level group, BROWSE_GROUP, has size 6. This requirement is particularly difficult due to the small size of the marks: circular nodes in these charts and the operation glyphs in the other views, and the small boxes in the Sequence Details section.

The third chart is the Selected Action Adjacency View, which supports further analysis of a single node selected from the full network in a butterfly view: the chosen action is in the middle, with all of the incoming nodes aligned on the left and the outgoing ones aligned on the right. The aligned nodes are flanked by stacked bar charts showing the proportions of their occurrence, using consistent coloring. The exact values appear in a tooltip on hover.

Some of previous work includes standalone charts similar to the Selected Action Adjacency View. We observed that our industry partners were manually creating simple versions of the Action Transition Network, which gives an overview of all possible action transitions. We provide automatic support for this reasoning process in a novel view that does not appear in any previous work. It solves the cold-start problem for the Selected Action Adjacency View, allowing analysts to decide which actions are worth exploring further.
Figure 4.1: Action Transition Network showing all actions at each level of hierarchy: (a) Detailed, (b) Mid-level, (c) Roll-up. Layout and color scheme chosen to enforce hierarchical structure. The Mid-level and Roll-up charts are not to scale; they have been enlarged to show details.
Figure 4.2: Sequence Details. All sequences in the selected segment shown as series of glyphs. Blue bar and number indicates frequency of occurrence of each sequence. (a) Sequences in selected segment. (b) Sequences after being collapsed.

4.1.3 Sequence Details

The bottom Sequence Details section is shown in Figure 4.2. Each row shows a sequence as series of boxes, one for each action, encoded according to the action types at the chosen hierarchy level. Their color is consistent with the nodes in the Actions section and they are labelled by a character that is unique for each action. This character set was manually chosen to be evocative and memorable for the static set of actions, following the same rationale as above for the layout and colors. Identical sequences are grouped together with only one row for each unique sequence, with a bar chart and numerical label on the left showing the counts. Sequences are sorted by frequency. The grouping and sorting yields a view that is much more scalable then showing the raw sequences alone while preserving the low level details required to spot patterns of user behavior. The Collapse Consecutive checkbox aggregates consecutive identical actions into a single action box, leading to a different grouping of sequences and visual encoding. Figure 4.2(b) shows the collapsed version of 4.2(a).
4.2 Operation Manager View

The Operation Manager view, shown in Figure 1.1A, tackles the Refine part of the framework. Analysts iteratively apply refinement operations to either filter a segment into a smaller one via attribute constraints or partition it into multiple others by dividing according to attribute values. This view contains two sections, the top Operation Inspector and the bottom Operation Builder.

4.2.1 Operation Builder

The Operation Builder at the bottom has two tabs, one for ranges and one for actions, following the Segment Inspector structure.

Ranges Operation Builder  The Ranges Operation Builder is automatically updated when any chart is selected in the Segment Inspector Ranges section, with a bar showing the full range of values for the relevant attribute. It can be filtered in the Range Filter Builder or partitioned in the Range Partition Builder using the widgets in the respective tab. Figure 4.3(a) and (b) show examples of an analyst using the Range Filter Builder to filter a subset of the sequences based on values of a different attributes. The Figure 4.3(a) example shows filtering down dates to the month of October using sliders, and in Figure 4.3(b) the analyst uses the NOT option to select all values that are outside regular working hours. Figure 4.3(c) and (d) show examples of an analyst using the Range Partition Builder to partition a segment into smaller segments based on the values of an attribute different attributes. Figure 4.3(c) shows the result of selecting the purchase count chart and adding three partition bars at values 1, 2, and 8, while Figure 4.3(d) adds only a single partition bar to compare sequences that lasted less versus more than an hour.

Actions Operation Builder  The Actions Operation Builder, shown in Figure 4.4, supports investigation of how many sequences contain certain patterns of actions. This view is essentially a glyph-based regular expression query, with a limited set of choices carefully chosen to be comprehensible to analysts with limited technical backgrounds. The user selects actions from the Action List, specifies whether the links between them are consecutive (shown as solid lines) or non-consecutive
Figure 4.3: Ranges Operation Builders with corresponding operation glyphs. 
(a) filter operation using date chart. (b) NOT filter operation using hour chart. (c) partition operation with 3 partitions using purchase count chart. (d) partition operation with 1 partition using duration chart.

(shown with dashed lines), chooses whether or not to invert the whole pattern with the NOT button, and then applies the pattern normally or as a purchasing funnel. Selecting a sequence in the Sequence Details view automatically instantiates its pattern in the builder for potential editing, as does clicking on an already created actions operation node.

4.2.2 Operation Glyph Design

Operation glyphs are used to represent each operation in the Operation Inspector and Analysis Paths views. The rectangular glyphs are designed to concisely show the type of operation, the attribute used, and an indication of values selected.

Figure 4.3 shows four ranges operation glyphs with their corresponding builders. The icon on the left represents the source chart: time-related attributes have a clock symbol and a unique letter indicating the specific chart, and attributes related to action counts have a pound sign within a circle colored by the specific action. For
Figure 4.4: Actions Operation Builders with corresponding operation glyphs. (a) A non-consecutive action pattern filter at the Detailed action hierarchy level. (b) A consecutive action pattern NOT filter at the Roll-up level.

Ranges filter operations shown in Figure 4.3(a) and 4.3(b), the blue shaded portion of the rectangle represents the user-selected filtered range compared to the full range of values for the specified attribute. For ranges partition operations shown in Figure 4.3(c) and 4.3(d), a line is drawn for every partition the analyst added. The position of the line represents the value of the partition compared to the full value range of the attribute.

Figure 4.4 shows two actions operation glyphs with their corresponding builders. Colored circles represent the actions, touching to show consecutive links and separated to show non-consecutive ones. Figure 4.4(b) shows a NOT filter represented with a dark gray background.
4.2.3 Operation Inspector

The top Operation Inspector section, shown in Figure 1.1A, provides detailed information about the segment and operation nodes currently selected in the Analysis Paths view. Each row represents one of the series of operations that was applied to create the segment. The operation details, on the left, include the corresponding operation glyph and text describing the constraints it specifies. The results, on the right, provide a visual and textual representation of the segment size absolutely and compared to the previous and initial segments.

4.3 Analysis Paths View

The Analysis Paths view, visible in Figure 1.1B, tackles the record part of the framework. It keeps track of all conducted analysis paths through a graphical history tree of nodes for all created operations, represented by their glyphs, and segments represented by gray rectangles sized by their absolute sequence counts. Selecting a segment turns it blue, triggers a complete update of Segment Inspector view to reflect that segment’s data, and updates the Operation Inspector to show the attribute constraints used to create the segment. The analyst can then refine it to create a new segment in the tree by building a new operation.
Chapter 5

Implementation and Pre-processing

Segmentifier was built in Javascript with D3.js [5], using crossfilter.js [4] to manage the flow of data between views. We cache crossfilter results to speed up operations that proceed down an analysis path from the root to a leaf segment, so the interactive response time varies depends on the recent history of user selections in addition to the overall number of sessions and their length. Sequences grouped by clientid are substantially longer than those grouped by sessionid. On a 1.7 GHz Intel Core i7 computer with 8GB of memory, loading time is roughly linear in the number of sequences (15 seconds for 200K and 1 minute for 1M sequences). The interactive response time for updating after segment selection ranges from 2-10 seconds for smaller per-session datasets of 200K sequences but can extend in some cases to 30-300 seconds for larger per-client 200K sequence datasets. The response times for the 1M sequence per-session dataset range from 12-25 seconds.

Pre-processing of raw clickstream datasets into Segmentifier format begins with an SQL query to extract a table of one sequence per row with start time, end time, clientid, and sessionid. Each action is mapped to a unique character corresponding to the lowest level of the action hierarchy. This processing stage was conducted upon the e-commerce company computing infrastructure and took under ten minutes in all cases. Subsequent processing occurs in Python with a script that creates two new aggregated strings for the other two levels of the action hierar-
chy and computes all of the derived time range attributes, which again takes under ten minutes in all cases. For each new website analyzed, we expect domain experts to map site-specific page templates to the 17 action types at the detailed level of the action hierarchy, as discussed in Section 2.4 and shown in Figure 2.2(a). We settled on this manual grouping by domain experts following Liu et al. [27], who concluded that this approach was more effective than the multiple automatic techniques they considered.
Chapter 6

Results

We show the effectiveness of Segmentifier in two ways, both using real-world datasets. First, we walk through a detailed usage scenario to illustrate the utility of the tool based on our own analysis of this dataset. Second, we summarize the insights found through a case study with an e-commerce industry clickstream analyst, showcasing the effectiveness of Segmentifier for a domain expert target user.

6.1 Usage Scenario

The first dataset comes from a live e-commerce site (CUST1). The data collected over two months constitutes 4 million per-session sequences and 10.5 million actions. We randomly sampled over the entire time period to a manageable size of 1 million sequences containing 2.6 million actions. The website was built with 62 unique site-specific templates that we mapped into our action hierarchy. This dataset is also used in Figures 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, and 6.1

Through our own analysis using Segmentifier, we constructed a usage scenario that shows the utility of the tool and illustrates the type of insights that can be found. Figure 6.1 showcases this usage scenario step by step as a series of small detail views extracted from full screenshots. Each subfigure has a header indicating the analysis flow according to the Clickstream Segment Analysis Framework; a checkmark by View denotes finding an actionable result.
A. Identify and filter out unexpected behavior (II) The initial segment with 1 million sequences is loaded in as the root of the tree in the **Analysis Paths** view, and highlighted in blue showing that it is the selected segment (Figure 6.1A Segment). The analyst begins by looking at the **Actions** section and notices from the **Contains Chart** that only 41% of sequences contain a PAGEVIEW action (Figure 6.1A View). Noting this situation as **unexpected behavior**, they explore further by looking at the sequences in **Sequence Details** (Figure 4.2a). They select the **Compress Consecutive** option to simplify the sequences (Figure 4.2b) and notice that over 58% of sequences only contain APPSTART actions (an action signifying when a site loads). The analyst determines that there must be an APPSTART tracking issue. They filter out the **unexpected behavior** by selecting the sequence in **Sequence Details** which automatically creates the action pattern in the **Actions Operation Builder** (Figure 6.1A Refine): a consecutive path from **START** to **APPSTART** to **EXIT** with a black dot in the APPSTART to include any number of those actions consecutively. The analyst selects the NOT option and clicks **Apply**. The operation is recorded in the **Analysis Paths** view (Figure 6.1A Record) by a path from the initial segment to an **operation node** representing the action pattern followed by the resulting **segment node** whose size and label show that 415,980 sequences are not affected by this behavior.

B. Identify unfavorable behavior (II) The analyst selects the resulting segment (Figure 6.1B Segment) and all attributes in the **Segment Inspector** are updated. After deselecting the **Compress Consecutive** option in the **Sequence Details** view, the analyst notices that approximately 50% of sequences contain one APPSTART action and one PAGEVIEW action, referred to as a **bounce** (Figure 6.1B View). The analyst decides to further explore the **unfavorable behavior** by once again selecting a sequence to access the pattern in the **Actions Operation Builder** (Figure 6.1B Refine) and applying the filter operation. The operation is recorded in the **Analysis Paths** view (Figure 6.1B Record).

C. Verify support for unfavorable behavior (V2) They select the resulting segment (Figure 6.1C Segment). To get more details, the analyst switches to the **De-
tailed level of the hierarchy (Figure 6.1C Refine) which updates the charts in the Segment Inspector view. The Contains Chart (Figure 6.1C View) shows the analyst the distribution of pages users bounced from. This information is an indicator of potential problem pages which should be explored. Content with the information gathered from this segment, the analyst concludes this analysis path and continues to explore other segments.

D. Verify existence of expected behavior (V1) The analyst wants to analyze the purchasing funnel, an expected behavior, and determine how many users drop out at each step. They select the previous segment (Figure 6.1D Segment) and create a pattern in the Actions Operation Builder (Figure 6.1D Refine) consisting of non-consecutive links between the five actions in the purchasing funnel. By selecting Apply as Funnel, an operation node and resulting segment node is created for each step of the pattern in the Analysis Paths view (Figure 6.1D Record).

E.1 Verify support of expected behavior (V2) They select the last resulting segment representing all sequences that contain the full purchasing funnel. The Operation Inspector shows a detailed breakdown of the series of operations applied to create the segment allowing them to determine the dropout percentage at each step of the purchasing funnel. They notice that 67% make it to the checkout step but never purchase (Figure 6.1E.1 View) and hypothesize that there may be an error in the checkout process preventing consumers from purchasing.

E.2 Identify more-fine grained behaviors (I3) In the Ranges Attributes section, the analyst creates the PV_PDP count chart (Figure 6.1E.2 Segment), describing how many product pages are in each sequence. By selecting this chart, the Ranges Operation Builder range bar updates to show the total range, 1-44 product pages. To further explore the distribution, the analyst applies a partition operation with two partition bars at values 2 and 10 (Figure 6.1E.2 Refine). A partition node is created in the Analysis Paths view with three resulting segment nodes (Figure 6.1E.2 Record).
F. Verify support of more-fine grained behaviors (I2) After selecting the partition operation node (Figure 6.1F Operation), the Operation Inspector updates to show details of the resulting three segments (Figure 6.1F View): 23% of purchasers view one product page, 67% view between 2-10 pages, and 10% view between 10-44. The analyst decides to use this information to send targeted messages to consumers based on the type of purchasing behavior followed.

G. Verify favorable behavior (VI) They re-select the segment representing sequences that followed a full purchasing funnel (Figure 6.1G Segment) and notice in the Sequence Details view that the sequences follow a favorable behavior for exporting to the pattern mining technique (Figure 6.1G View). The number of sequences is small and there is low variability between them satisfying the data requirements for this technique. They download the segment (Figure 6.1G Export) and end their analysis. Figure 1.1B shows the final analysis path tree.
Figure 6.1: Usage scenario workflow broken down into the analysis of 7 segments/operations. Details of each in Section 6.1. View boxes with checkmarks means actionable answers were found at this step.
6.2 Case Study

A clickstream analyst at the e-commerce company was preparing to give a one-month post website launch presentation to their commercial customer. Their goal was to use Segmentifier to discover actionable insights and suggestions for improvement that they could relay back to their customer. We conducted two separate chauffeured analyses with this domain expert, who was also one of the interviewees during the requirements analysis phase.

6.2.1 Analysis #1

This analysis used data from a different customer website (CUST2), with 25 site-specific templates mapped into our action hierarchy. The full dataset collected in one month was 20M sequences containing 190M actions. We randomly sampled 200K sequences each representing one user session, containing 1.9 million actions. The resulting Analysis Paths tree shown in Figure 1.1 reflects the four analysis tasks completed during the two hour session. We summarize the insights found for each analysis here; the supporting materials contain further screenshots showing these findings.

A. Analyze purchasing behavior The analyst explored purchasing behavior by filtering out the sequences that contain a PURCHASE action. Two separate analysis paths emerged from this segment: 1) They explored the checkout flow and discovered that 12% of sessions contain more checkout pages than necessary to complete a purchase. 2) They explored the percentage of the purchasing funnel completed in one session and discovered that 30% of users actually exit the site and return later to complete their purchase.

B. Comparing morning vs night behavior The analyst investigated a hypothesis that the behavior of users would change based on the time of day so they specifically chose to investigate the difference of behavior between sessions that began at 7-9 am versus 7-9 pm. They compared the number of actions in each session and the percentage of sessions which completed the full purchasing funnel and found no significant differences.
C. Analyze add and remove from cart behavior  The analyst then explored adding to cart and removing from cart behavior and discovered that 30% of users who removed from cart exited the session and most likely did not come back.

D. Analyze purchasing funnel  Using Apply as Funnel, the analyst was able to easily determine the percentage of sessions that drop out at each step of the purchasing funnel. Using the information gathered in Analysis A, they were able to determine that about 20% of people who get to checkout will not end up purchasing.
Figure 6.2: Analysis Paths View representing four analyses done in case study with domain expert.
6.2.2 Analysis #2

For this analysis we used the same base dataset (CUST2), but inspected the derived sequences of all actions performed by a single client over the entire one-month time frame instead of using the sessions with 30-minutes cutoff values. The sampled dataset consisted of 200,000 sequences, each representing one client, containing 4.3 million actions in total. Figure 1.1 shows an overview of the analysis.

With access to a new type of sequences, the domain expert decided to revisit some of the questions they explored in the previous analysis. They were interested in analyzing the reasons for dropping out of the purchasing funnel at the checkout stage and the effect of removing from cart. They discovered that 25% of clients that removed from cart at the checkout state, exited and never returned to the site to purchase. They also noticed that an APPSTART action was triggered every time before the PV_CART action which was an unusual behavior. Followup investigation determined a problem with the cart pages of the website.

The domain expert was also interested in analyzing the effect of a particular awards account, myBeautyPage, recently added on the website. Therefore, during the pre-processing step, the domain expert ensured that the myBeautyPage template name was the only template mapped to the PV_ELITEREWARDS action in the action hierarchy. The domain expert was able to easily discover that 1% of all clients signed up for the awards account and from those 27% made a purchase. They partitioned these clients to understand at what point of the purchasing funnel they signed up for the awards account and discovered it occurred mostly before adding to cart. Finally, they discovered that clients that accessed the awards account generally had longer sequences, signaling that they were more committed customers.

6.3 Domain Expert Feedback

The clickstream analyst was able to find many valuable insights to take back to their customer, and saved several screenshots for inclusion in their presentation. They thought the interface was easy to use and understand, specifically appreciating the Sequence Details view for generating new questions and the Analysis Paths view for re-examining previously created segments and helping them remember
their analysis process. They also noted the usefulness of switching between different levels of the action hierarchy for different tasks and how the color scheme reinforced the hierarchy.

Their wishlist of additional capabilities included saving workflows to reuse on different data, seeing a fourth level of actions with more detail showing all site-specific page templates, increased capabilities of the pattern builder to filter by more sophisticated patterns, and the ability to easily compare two segments.
Chapter 7

Discussion and Future Work

A key aspect of the Segmentifier design is that each possible refinement operation corresponds to one attribute constraint. Thus, a path through the recorded analysis tree from root to leaf provides a crisp way to understand the provenance of a segment as a sequential series of attribute constraints. We saw the need for this kind of understandability after initial experiments using existing techniques such as clustering and pattern matching on the full dataset, which yielded incomprehensible results because of the high variability between sequences.

We carefully considered the tradeoff between power and simplicity for this application context. Many previous systems provide full support for regular expressions [9, 24], which are notoriously difficult for non-programmers to handle even when presented through a visual language, so we deliberately kept the scope of the Actions Operation Builder limited. Despite the request for more functionality from the domain expert, we still suspect that adding too much additional complexity on this front would make the system unusable for the untrained and extremely time-crunched analysts who we are targeting.

Segmentifier explicitly supports refinement through both filtering and partitioning. Although in theory partitioning could be achieved by the workaround of filtering multiple times, the utility of partitioning is that the analysis tree explicitly shows the split into multiple segments in a way that is a better match for a clickstream analyst’s mental model and encourages subsequent analysis of the different cases. It is possible to compare segment sizes quickly using the Analysis Paths.
view, but support for direct comparison between segments in detail is left for future work. An additional form of refinement is to transform segments by altering their sequences. In Segmentifier, transform operations occur implicitly through two choices: by switching between levels of the action hierarchy to change the action aggregation level and by selecting the Compress Consecutive option in the Sequence Details view to collapse consecutive, identical actions into one. Supporting further transformations explicitly would also be interesting future work.

Our primary focus was the agile and iterative development of Segmentifier’s design, with only modest engineering effort to improve loading and processing times to achieve a base level of usability. A few months of data collection can yield many millions of sequences, but our implementation strains at one million and has better responsiveness at 200K sequences. We randomly sample from the full datasets in hopes of capturing sequence variability over the time ranges of interest to the domain experts, rather than simply targeting shorter time periods. We conjecture that our fundamental design would scale to datasets larger than our current engineering accommodates, and we have some evidence for this optimism. The case studies with the domain expert were run using a sample of 200,000 sequences from the CUST2 dataset in order to ensure that Segmentifier interaction would be completely fluid with no hindrances in the analysis loop. We later replicated the first analysis ourselves with a larger sample of 1 million session sequences from CUST2, up to the limit of what Segmentifier can load. Although the processing time was frequently slower, the same patterns were visible. Improving the capacity and speed of our approach using computational infrastructure such as Hadoop and MapReduce [37] would be very interesting future work, to find the boundary between engineering and design issues.
Chapter 8

Conclusion

Segmentifier bridges the gap from the large and noisy clickstreams in real-world e-commerce settings to downstream analysis techniques that require relatively clean data by allowing analysts to view, refine, record, export, abandon, and draw conclusions from iteratively developed segments. Understandable results can be found quickly by analysts with limited time and skills. Our task and data abstraction connects the mental model of clickstream analysts about interesting behavior to viewable characteristics of sequences and segments via a series of evocative derived data attributes. The usage scenario and case study show the utility of Segmentifier as a step forward in handling the complexities of realistic e-commerce clickstream datasets.
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Appendix A

Supporting Materials

The following supporting material provides additional screenshots of Segmentifier to further clarify the visual encodings and linked-view interaction, and to further document how the clickstream analysis framework is instantiated through the interface. We show full screenshots of every step of Analysis #1 and Analysis #2 of the case study with our domain expert. Figures A.1 to A.12 describe Analysis #1 where 200,000 per-session sequences are loaded into the tool, each representing one user session. Figures A.13 to A.21 describe Analysis #2 where 200,000 per-client sequences are loaded each representing all actions performed by that user.
Figure A.1: Case Study Analysis #1 (CS-A1): The initial state of the interface when 200,000 sequences, each representing a user session, are loaded in. The initial segment including the 200,000 sequences is shown as a blue rectangle in the Analysis Paths view in the middle. The Segment Inspector view on the right shows information about the underlying data of the segment including ordinal and categorical segment attributes and the actual sequences. The analyst has thus far chosen to show only two per-action histograms, for APPSTART and APPDISPLAYERROR.
Figure A.2: The analyst first narrows down to purchasers by filtering segments that contain a PURCHASE action and from those they filter out segments that follow all five actions required to purchase an item and those that do not. They add the CHECKOUT chart to the Ranges section on the right, notice that 3 pages seem to be required to properly check out from this page, and click on that chart to start creating a partition operation in the Ranges Operation Builder on the left. They build a partition operation to determine which sequences had fewer than, equal to, or more than that expected number of checkout pages and apply it to the segment containing all five purchasing actions. The Operation Inspector view on the left shows that 15% of sessions contain fewer, 48% equal to, and 37% more.
Figure A.3: The analyst decides to further analyze those who viewed more checkout pages than expected by determining those that viewed four and then five in a row. They used the Actions Operation Builder to specify that many consecutive actions, as we can tell from the glyphs in Operations Inspector in the upper left showing the path to the selected segment at the bottom of this analysis path. It contains only 289 sequences, and the raw sequences in the Sequence Detail view on the bottom right are quite long for this uncommon behavior.
Figure A.4: The analyst decides to go back up the tree to select the segment on the right side of the Analysis Paths view to check the number of sessions that include a purchase action but not all five actions of the purchasing funnel. The Operation Inspector shows them that 28% of users do not complete a purchase in one session but return in a later session to do so.
Figure A.5: The analyst continues their inquiry by investigating how many of the five actions in the purchasing funnel are completed in one session through multiple rounds of splits using the *Actions Operation Builder* to indicate which actions are not contained in the segment. They notice that 16% of users that make it to checkout must have returned after a previous session, since they PURCHASE without having conducted the other required actions in this session.
Figure A.6: The analyst decides to investigate a hypothesis that behavior changes depending on the time of day so they return to the root segment of the Analysis Paths tree to start new analysis paths. They click on the Start Hour chart from the Ranges section of the Segment Inspector view in the upper right and select a two-hour segment from 7 to 9am, which automatically populates the Filter tab of the Ranges Operation Builder accordingly, and they hit the Apply button to create that new segment. They then do the same for the 7-9pm range, and they see there are more such sequences: around 31K at night vs. around 20K in the morning.
Figure A.7: They first investigate the percentage of sequences that contain the full purchasing funnel with the hypothesis that users spend more time browsing and purchasing at night compared to the morning when users are usually commuting to work. However, using the Operation Inspector, they discover that the results are similar: although the absolute counts differ, the relative proportion of around 2% of sessions is the same for both time ranges.
Figure A.8: They then investigate the number of actions in the sequences with the similar hypothesis that users may have longer sessions at night after dinner than in the morning commute time slot. By building partition operations and applying them to both segments, using the Operation Inspector, they discover a similar disconfirmatory result that the size of the partitions are also similar between both times.
Figure A.9: The analyst decides to investigate sequences that contain an ADDTOCART action. However, after inspecting the data through the Segment Inspector, they did not discover anything worth exploring further and they abandon this analysis path.
Figure A.10: The analyst also decides to investigate sequences that contain a REMOVEFROMCART action. Using the Selected Action Adjacency View on the right, they notice that 18% of the time this action results in the end of a session.
Figure A.11: The analyst decides to analyze the purchasing funnel by building the pattern of five actions in the *Actions Operation Builder* on the left and clicking *Apply as Funnel*. The result is shown in the *Analysis Paths View*. After selecting the final resulting segment, the details of the dropout of each step is shown in the *Operation Inspector* on the top left.
Figure A.12: The analyst decides to investigate the sequences that got to the checkout part of the purchasing funnel but did not purchase. The Operation Inspector shows that this occurs 37% of the time. Using the previously found insight in Figure A.5 that 16% of users that check out are returning from a previous session, the analyst hypothesizes that about 21% of users that get to checkout never come back to purchase.
Figure A.13: Case Study Analysis #2: The initial state of the interface when 200,000 per-client sequences are first loaded, representing all actions performed by user over the entire dataset time window. The *Duration* histogram axis now extends to 30 days with sharp dropoff, in contrast to the Analysis #1 segments where this histogram was usually capped at between 15 and 20 minutes with a much more uniform distribution. The *Action Level* at the top right is set to the default of *Roll-up*. 
**Figure A.14:** The analyst switches to the *Detailed* Action Level to get further details about pages viewed. They investigate users that make it to the checkout but do not purchase. The *Select Action Adjacency View* on the right shows that 25% of those users that REMOVE FROM CART leave the site and never return.
Figure A.15: The analyst scrolls down the Segment Inspector view on the right and notices in the Sequence Details view at the bottom that an APPSTART action represented by the gray glyph occurs often before the CART action represented by the pink glyph. They confirm their observation using the Selected Action Adjacency Chart which shows that 84% of the time an APPSTART action is generated before entering the cart. Followup investigation determined a problem with the cart pages of the website.
The analyst wants to investigate the impact of a new awards account whose pages are stored in the ELITEREWARDS pageview action. They first look at the percentage of purchasers who signed up and discover by looking at the *Operation Inspector* that it is 6% of users.
Figure A.17: The analyst investigates at which point of the purchasing funnel the users accessed the awards account by building and filtering by patterns of actions in the Actions Operation Builder with the awards account action inserted at three different parts of the funnel. They discover based on the sizes of the three resulting segments that it is accessed most frequently after ADDToCART.
Figure A.18: The analyst creates a new segment with sequences containing the ELITEREWARDS action and uses the *Operation Inspector* view to discover that 1% of users have signed up for the awards account.
Figure A.19: They investigate further by filtering sequences that contain a PURCHASE action and those that do not, discovering that 27% of users who access the rewards account end up making a purchase.
Figure A.20: The analyst switches to the *Mid-level* of the action hierarchy using the *Action Level* radio buttons at the top right corner to simplify the sequences. They notice in the *Operations Inspector* that 83% of users access any ACCOUNT page before purchasing.
Figure A.21: They investigate further to determine at what point of the purchasing funnel users access their account. They establish that it occurs most frequently before ADD TO CART.